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Fahad Abunayyan Holding is a Saudi based entity, which is a member
of theAbunayyan Family group of Companies founded in The 1950s.

The group is diverse in its partnerships & capabilities and in particular
with our Luxury Collection consisting of prestigious companies from
around theworld that cater to ourHNWClients.

As we belong to an old Business Family Group with years of experience
we believe first and foremost in the importance of only providing High -
Quality Products &with companies that share our values of tradition &
Solid Craftsmanship with a dedicated team in the luxury bespoke
industry.





I would like to welcome you to our Luxury Collection and present to you our
prestigious companies that are leaders in their respected fields who provide
the highest level of craftsmanship & quality to our HNW Clients.

Our Motto is that "Quantity is something you Count & Quality is
something, you Count On."

We believe in old business establishments that are perfectionists in their trade
as our Busines Group traces its history to almost seventy years in the
Kingdom there for we appreciate history and tradition that is why we
represent in our Luxury Collection prestigious companies that reflect our core
values in a number of fields in Yachting , Court jewelers , Palace luxury
Supplies.

Our Goal is to provide the Highest Quality Products & Services to our HNW
Clients with our Exclusive Bespoke Approach





BehneMar is the leading marine services consultant in
the Gulf area with offices in Dubai , Riyadh and
Monaco.

BehneMar premium services include consultancy for
bespoke design, construction , charter and management
of the world's most distinctive and luxurious yachts as
well as marina management and cruise terminal
operations.

Through their well-established international network of
acclaimed naval architects , specialists and shipyards ,
BehneMar helps a distinguished and select group of
clients to plan , construct and launch one -of-a-kind
signature projects.

The company 's far-reaching relationships in the global
marine community , along with their unrivalled
knowledge of the industry, ensures that we will always
fulfill our client's needs.8

www.behnemar.com
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Cleave & Co. are specialists in the unique world of Orders , Decorations , Medals
and Court Jewellery. Cleave counts Heads of State, Palace Offices, Governments ,
Civil and Military Institutions from more than 40 countries among our clients ,
alongside some of themost discerning individuals in the world.

Over many years , Cleave has developed unique and lasting relationships with
National Governments in the creation of Insignia , State gifts , Jewellery and
Objects d'art.

Cleave consistently strives for perfection in order to produce the finest works. By
merging the traditional skills of the craftsman with state of the art technology ,
Cleave creates pieces that exemplify both British creativity, with the heritage of our
highly skilled and preeminentmanufacturing techniques.
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www.cleave.com



CLEAVE 'S CLIENTS seek a holy trinity in every bespoke piece: unique; perfect ; beautiful . Cleave 's work lives at a crossroads : rooted in
tradition while aspiring to the future , refining traditional skills yet transcending the boundaries of contemporary design , crossing the line
where craftsmanship becomes art. Each piece marries a client's desires with extraordinary rawmaterials and a passion for perfection. Cleave's
goldsmiths unite the finest , ethically sourced , precious metals and stones with a contemporary vision and a peerless tradition of superb
manufacturing.
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CLEAVEARE SPECIALISTS in the design andmanufacture of bespoke gifts and special commissions.We have supplied heads of state
and private individuals with gifts that are one-of-a-kind; sometimes created for a single important occasion . Starting with an initial
consultation with a Cleave designer, you can enjoy the process of seeing your own concept become a work of art. Cleave also provide a
full banqueting service, including table centre pieces, silver models and objets d’ art as well as crested silver flatware, candelabrum and
cruets.
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www.cleave.com



HEIRLOOMS are a British manufacturer of finest bed , table and bathroom
linens. With more than 30 years experience working on specialist projects we are
a creative team of passionate and skilled craftspeople in the pursuit of continual
excellence . With our complete bespoke service all linens can be customised to
any aspect of the interior design from carpets , upholstery and tableware
Heirlooms are honoured to have received the Royal Warrants for supply of Fine
Linens to both Her Majesty the Queen and the Prince of Wales.

What makes Heirlooms so unique?

It is our ability to bring together a team of skilled artisans , with a shared vision
of quality , a passion for perfection and the desire to create linens of lasting
beauty that provides the best night ’ s sleep . We believe the joy of chasing
perfection and constant innovation cannot be underestimated and in doing so
creates exciting opportunities . We look forward to bringing you into a world of
sumptuous fabrics and luxury in every detail.
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We began manufacturing bespoke linens at our workshops in West
Sussex, England, in 1984. Over thirty years on, we remain true to our
founding principles , combining the finest materials and traditional
craftsmanship to create linens of exceptional quality and lasting
beauty.

We work with private clients on five continents and have
longstanding relationships with the world 's leading yacht builders ,
executive jet manufacturers , interior designers , property developers
and boutique hotels . We also have many years ' experience of
creating bespoke linens for the British Royal Family, and hold Royal
Warrants from both Her Majesty the Queen and His Royal Highness
the Prince ofWales.

As a small couture house, our focus is always on the individual .We
work closely with clients and designers to create linens that perfectly
complement your interior concept and colour palette .We also keep
detailed records of every project , so we can match designs and
materials even years later.14

www.heirlooms-linens.com
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Maison Dorin is one of the oldest perfume and make -up brand in France and
worldwide . The story began with a quest for the embellishment of women and
men beauty products . In 1780 Maison Dorin became official purveyor to the
Royal Court of Versailles, through the influence of Marie-Antoinette and thanks
to its powders and blush quality . Today , Dorin is part of the High Perfumery
market, attempting to preserve and to perpetuate its story, through its scents and
its new fragrances collection.

A MARK OF DISTINCTION

Dorin is the proud holder of highly prized marks of recognition . Its first catalogue
was edited in 1814 and the products were successfully presented during the
International Exhibitions of Paris (1839, 1855, 1867, 1889 and 1900), Moscow (
1891), Chicago (1893) and Brussels (1897). Dorin was awarded the Golden Medal
by the Paris International Exhibition Jury in 1900.

Since then , the brand was granted the highest award at each International
Exhibition (Saint-Louis, 1904 and Li ge, 1905) : the Grand Prix of the category
Blush for the City and Theater . Dorin 's supreme expertise and recognition

became so absolute that the brand could not compete anymore and was appointed
Member of the Jury for the Strasbourg 1924 andGrenoble 1925 exhibitions.
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www.maisondorin.com
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DORIN – CREATOR OF FLAVORS SINCE 1780
Maison Dorin, the creator of flavor and luxury cosmetics is considered as a reference in refinement and in prestige . The luxury
symbol of this big brand of perfume continues through ages and so delivers a historic testimony.

www.maisondorin.com
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Benson & Clegg was founded in 1937 by Harry Benson and
Thomas Clegg at its original premises of 34 Bury Street London
SW1. After thirty years cutting experience they decided the time
was right for them to branch out and bring their own unique style of
tailoring to customers.

Over the years the company branched out into a large range of
menswear accessories such as neckwear , buttons , badges and
cufflinks , all of which was inspired by our tailoring heritage and
dedication to classic British style.

Today the business is owned by Barry Austin and Mark Gordon.

Benson & Clegg is a proud holder of the Royal Warrant to His
Royal Highness The Prince ofWales , an honour we have held since
1992. However , this honour is not the first royal patronage in the
company’ s history. Our first Royal Warrant was received back in
1944 , as a result of our most famous customer , His Majesty King
GeorgeVI.
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www.bensonandclegg.com
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Luxury Automobile "Lookalike ", Electric
Golf Carts . Each and every model offers a
peerless combination of craftsmanship, style,
speed and luxury , as well as an unparalleled
service program that is designed to impress
even the most discriminating clientele.

AC can be installed on all the Luxury
Carts upon Customer's Request.

Customized Golf Carts
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Phone: +966 11 213 6600
Info@fahad-abunayyan.com
www.fahad-abunayyan.com

King Fahad Road. P.O. Box 71 Riyadh 11411.
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.




